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1. Russia is alleged to have attempted to interfere in the 2016 U.S. Presidential Election. Discuss U.S.
interference in the internal and / or democratic affairs of other countries. (Be specific as to when / how
often.)
If you are unaware of this history, so state and then state that you are unqualified to discuss (alleged)
Russian interference in America's democracy within an intelligent, contextual framework.
2. Anti-Russia hysteria is a constant with many Americans and Europeans. Discuss the Nazi origins of
this anti-Slav / anti-Russian bias.
3. Western propagandists (implicitly) argue that the Internet would be sacrosanct absent Russian
interference. Discuss BOTH the “sanctity” of the Internet and the degree to which Russia is a bigger
threat to it threat than China, Israel, and (assorted) American entities.
If you cannot factually make this case, so state.
4. RT (the international television network of Russia) has been denounced by both American and
European politicians (and RT's American employees have been forced to register as foreign agents per
U.S. law). Discuss the veracity of RT compared to American and European networks.
If you have not watched much RT, admit that you are unqualified to make this assessment.
5. American propagandists routinely display an image of Saint Basil's Cathedral which they call “The
Kremlin” while discussing Russia. What is the intent behind showing an Orthodox Christian Church
when generating anti-Russia animus?
6. During the Cold War, many in American and other western media — as well as leftist politicians on
both continents — were once positively-disposed towards (atheist and communist) Soviet-Russia.
Why have these same entities only turned on Russia after it has come to embrace Christianity and
(proto-) capitalism?
7. Following up on the above question, discuss the historical significance of the leftist American
President Barack Obama appointing as his CIA Director, John Brennan, a man who has publicly
admitted to being a communist supporter who voted for Gus Hall, the U.S. Communist Party candidate
in 1976.
8. Also following up question six — as well as question five — discuss how previously communist
families in America reinvented themselves as neoconservatives and how, now that Russia is a majority
Christian nation, these same neoconservatives joined with Democrats in generating anti-Russian
animus and are invoking a Christian cathedral as their “Queen of Diamonds” for the unwitting
“Raymond Shaw's” of America and the world.

